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ORIGIN OF THE MASTER MODEL
The master plan for world domination we see playing out today was first proposed to the US at the end
of World War I. However, there were no takers. People were too war weary. However, when the plan
was again proposed at the end of World War II, it was accepted. Consequently, World War II quietly
transitioned into the secret "war" to set up what has become known as the "new world order" - an
absolute dictatorship over the entire planet.

The United States set up the School of the Americas to train future dictators and terrorists who would be
sent out into the world to destroy sovereign nations and place them under US domination by installing
puppet governments obedient to the United States. Many conquests were made quietly using clever
economic tricks [3]. However, leaders who refused to submit quietly would see their entire country
reduced to rubble and the land rendered unlivable by uranium dust scattered by US bombs. The
message was clear: Submit to the United States or face total destruction.
A social model based upon the assumption that cleverness and power automatically convey the right to
take anything desired from those who are less adept and unable to resist is not a sustainable model for
harmonious social interactions. However, this is the chosen model. The mantra for this model, "A
man's true worth is measured by the amount of other peoples' happiness that he can possess and
destroy" [1], is essentially a call for a class war between the greedy elite and the innocent masses of the
world who simply desire a peaceful existence.

ACQUISITIONS
The United States looks at the rest of the world as a "resource". If a country has something - oil, gold,
minerals, etc. - that the US covets, it believes it has the right to take those things by whatever means
necessary. In many cases the coveted resource is human slave labor. Let's look at some representative
examples:
Guatemala: The Banana Wars [5]
With the cooperation of the dictator, United Fruit Company (US) owned almost half of the country and
used the locals as slaves to harvest its Chiquita brand bananas. However, during the period from 1945 1954 new leaders made changes. They helped the poor and set up social security and health care. Then
they took land away from United Fruit and gave it to the local people. United fruit complained to the
CIA that its business interests were being interfered with by the "communist" government. Any
government which shows kindness to the poor and weak is called communist by the US. The US
attacked Guatemala - killed the elected leaders and many thousands of citizens - and established a
puppet dictatorship which would obey the will of United Fruit. The people were returned to a state of
slavery. The CIA trained death squads to make sure the people were crushed into submission.
Strip Mining in Africa [6]
In Africa, the International Monetary Fund - a puppet of the US - destroys a country with strip mining.
The original country was self sustaining. People were able to grow lots of food and hunt animals.
However, once the land was ruined by US corporations, it was unusable to plant crops and the native
animals died. The people had to buy food from other countries with money loaned to them by the IMF
which they could never hope to repay. Therefore, a once free and self supporting people were made
debt slaves of the IMF. Once all the natural resources have been stolen, the corporations will simply
pack up and leave the indigenous people to starve and die.

Countries Used as Trash Dumps [7]
Used computers and associated items are dumped in poor countries where starving barefoot children sift
through the mess of hazardous waste and broken obsolete glass computer monitors hoping to find
something they can sell to get enough money to stay alive another day. Property stickers show the waste
is mainly from the US government and various US state governments.

CORRUPTION OF TRUSTED SOURCES
Reporters and News Organizations
The masses are conditioned to believe news they receive from establishment sources. In the earlier
times, this assumption was often correct. It was considered so important by the founding fathers that
freedom of the press was enshrined in the US constitution. However, times have changed.
Walter Cronkite was known as the "trusted voice". No one knew he was also the official announcer at
the secret Bohemian Grove meetings. The leaders of the world's news organizations also attend this
event. That is why, even though the meetings began over one hundred years ago, until recently no one
knew this group even existed. President George W. Bush may have set a new record for bribing
journalists to allow their trusted name to be used as the author of material actually written by
government propaganda experts. Apparently, everyone has a price and the government, of course, has
no problem when it comes to money.
When Ronald Reagan reportedly ordered the death of investigative reporter Jessica Savitch [10], the
message to independent journalists was clear: Go against the official party line an you're done!
Today, dedicated journalists face mysterious deaths and strange single car accidents but a few survive
long enough to give us a glimpse of truths we would otherwise never know. They are true heroes.
Churches
Churches are everywhere. Unfortunately, legitimate Spiritual teachers are not. People look at churches
either as harmless or with some sort of conditioned hypnotic respect. Churches send out "missionaries".
However, the "mission" of these missionaries may not be so clear. If you wanted to infiltrate a foreign
country, these people would be an ideal asset. Churches are not Spiritual centers. At best, all they want
is your money. At worst, they are Satanic and you are in severe Spiritual danger if you come under their
influence and control.
The Catholic Church has been a trusted asset of the US intelligence community for quite some time.
Significant information obtained by priests during confessions is routinely passed on to the

government. This agreement predates the internet by many years. Because the church has branches in
almost every country, it has great potential for covert activities. For example, if you need to get an
operative who is in danger out of a country, they can go to a Catholic church for "confession". Once the
door is closed, they can exit through a secret passage, be disguised in robes and spirited safely out of the
country. Church secrecy is at least on a par with US secrecy. Also, the Catholic church and the US
shadow government share the same Satanic value system and engage in child rape and ritual killings.
Doctors and the Medical Industry
Medicine in the United States is an industry. It is no longer a profession. It's corporate model puts
profit above all else. If some patients accidentally benefit they are the lucky ones. The medical
community has a rigid hierarchical structure and effective mechanisms for enforcing secrecy.
Essentially, its model closely resembles the military chain of command structure. This makes it a
perfect partner for the government in the area of secret human experiments. For example, when the
government was doing radiation experiments on humans, a doctor or someone dressed as a doctor would
just walk up to unsuspecting patients and inject them with radioactive material. They were then secretly
followed for years to see what would happen. Eventually, some of those who survived were told the
truth. Most people used in the MK Ultra and subsequent secret projects were never notified.
Hospitals are set up to protect themselves. Staff may appear to be dedicated, smiling people who truly
care about you. However, they are basically prostitutes who are being nice because you are worth
money to them. When they make mistakes they have a "loss prevention" department staffed by clever
lawyers who are trained to protect the financial interests of the hospital by denying everything and
fabricating believable coverups. They are trained to do whatever is necessary. The staff will all agree to
support whatever lies are needed. They know their job and their financial future depends upon
maintaining strict secrecy.
The only people who receive legitimate medical care are the select elite cleared to access top secret
medicine [9]. These people always get excellent care because the doctors work for the shadow
government and mistakes on their part are simply not tolerated.

INFILTRATIONS
Countries which have the resources to sustain an intelligence community generally try to get operatives
(spies) into other countries so they can directly observe activities. When real people gather intelligence,
this is called human intelligence or HUMINT. The US, of course, does this too. However, you may not
be aware of the extent to which the US also infiltrates itself. The central government really does not
trust anyone.
Essentially all local police departments, state offices and state governors have a covert federal agent
working close by pretending to be just another employee. Also, every US neighborhood has an informer

who reports to the federal government. Large corporations, which tend to behave like "mini
governments", need to be infiltrated and kept under observation. Colleges and universities are also
monitored.
Here is how this spy network operates: The NSA likes to recruit young kids right out of college. When
they are hired and sworn to secrecy they still do not know what their assignment will be. They must
agree to do this assignment without first being told what it is. Some agents, like John Perkins [3], are
assigned to work in other countries. However, others are assigned to work inside the US. Their
assignment could be to go to some state and apply to join the local police department. They would
pretend to be just a regular person looking for a job. They would take the necessary training and spend
their life as a local policeman so they could directly observe other local police from the inside and report
to the NSA. Since they are actually an employee of the NSA, presumably they get to keep both salaries
and, eventually, both retirements. All significant local police forces in the US are infiltrated this way.
Additionally, some agents will be assigned to get a job on the state governor's staff as well as in major
local state agencies. A CIA or NSA agent is always on the staff at major colleges and universities. The
same goes for major corporations.
Senior level agents are allowed to have special TV receivers in their homes linked to the secret
government TV network. This way everyone stays on the same page. The channels on this network
actually broadcast the truth. TV channels available to ordinary people contain only government
approved propaganda mixed with "bread and circuses" presentations to make sure the sheeple stay
asleep and content.

FRONTS
The US government is involved in illegal activities internationally and domestically. If it performed
these activities overtly in the name of the United States, there would be serious consequences under both
international and local laws. To avoid this situation, the US government operates thousands of "front
organizations" which appear to be private but are actually shadow operatives of the US.
For example, John Perkins [3] explained that he was recruited, hired and trained by the NSA. He was an
NSA agent. However, for his cover as an economic hit man, he "officially" worked for a "private"
company called Charles T. Main. This company was a government front to shield the US because the
activities the NSA trained Perkins to do were illegal.
This is standard operating procedure for the US as well as other countries and many corporations. It
shields them from legal recourse by providing deniability for the crimes they actually direct and commit.
Generally, when the US wants to influence other sovereign countries, it creates harmless looking NGO's
which appear to be independent but are actually fronts for covert activities.

Domestically, colleges and universities - especially those with associated medical schools and hospitals are great places to conceal a variety of covert projects such as the MK Ultra series of human
experiments which, reportedly, continue today using new cover names The US also likes to create non
profit corporations which exist only to provide classified services to the United States. A good example
would be the Institutes for Defense Analysis (IDA). The US, reportedly, is its only client..

PROGRAMMING
Mass media "programming" is actually programming you. It has developed into a subtle form of mind
control. Before radio and television, special interests recognized that motion pictures could be used to
alter public opinion in their favor. Perhaps, for example, you wanted to attack labor unions. When radio
and later television came along providing access to national and international audiences, the temptation
to exploit these technologies became irresistible. Originally, the US government recognized this and set
up fairness rules to prevent monopolies from taking over the broadcast media and blocking opposing
viewpoints. All this ended, unfortunately, when Ronald Regan canceled all the fairness regulations.
Today, a handful of powerful corporations own and control essentially all content delivered by radio and
television.
Television is the main vehicle for mass indoctrination. It is said that people watching TV actually fall
into a light hypnotic trance. The "entertainment" you see on TV does not "just happen to be there". It is
very carefully planned and timed to attract and influence targeted audiences. It is said that if some event
were to somehow shut down all television broadcasts the government would experience a severe crisis
because it would lose control over the minds of the masses. TV creates sort of a "hive mind" among the
masses and keeps everyone coordinated and tuned into the official party line. Without this, people
would have no choice but to start thinking for themselves and forming independent opinions. Clearly,
this would be a disaster.
The radio broadcast of "War of the Worlds" and the later movie "The Day the Earth Stood Still" are said
to be CIA psychological experiments to judge how the general public would react to some type of ET
contact.
Today, broadcasting is not just a one way event. Because people react to events and use social media to
express these reactions, the effect of specific propaganda can be analyzed in real time. Since the
government now intercepts all electronic communications, it is able to see general opinions and then
tweak algorithms to maximize the desired effect of propaganda. This ability makes TV a two way
communications system although most people, of course, do not realize this and have no concept of the
level of sophistication these technologies have reached.

INFORMATION THEORY

Information Theory the name of a relatively new branch of science which became popular in the 1960's.
It covers a broad range of technologies. Basically, it is the science of the flow of information and how
that flow can be selectively controlled so that information flows only in desired pathways. As you may
have already guessed, governments love this sort of stuff.
ECM
ECM stands for Electronic Counter Measures. In general, these are techniques to disable other
electronic devices. Basically, it is electronic warfare. When the secret service is active in an area, for
example, they will selectively jam all radio frequencies except for the specific frequencies they are using
so that no one else can communicate.
World leaders, who are generally terrified of "threats" materializing from practically anywhere, like to
travel with ECM generators running just in case "someone" from "somewhere" was trying to target
them for "some reason". Basically, they are paranoid whack jobs.
People familiar with aviation tell the story of how Tony Blair, while traveling to or near a commercial
airport, reportedly caused a commercial jet to crash because all the ECM garbage he was transmitting
jammed the plane's navigation system. Of course, the British government would never admit this.
Secure Communication With Submarines
Since submarines were invented, communicating with them has been a problem because conventional
radio waves will not travel underwater. Therefore, early submarines had to get close enough to the
surface to put up some kind of antenna in the air to send or receive radio messages. Obviously, this
could pose a problem if you did not wish to be discovered and located. After all, the motivation to
create submarines in the first place was the feeling that they would be able to move about the planet
secretly. However, newer technologies now make this impossible.
To solve the problem of reliable secure communication without the need to surface, scientists learned
that sea water was essentially transparent to a special type of Argon laser. To set up the current
communications network, it was decided to use several satellites with each satellite sending only part of
an encrypted communication signal. The complete signal could only be received at a specific point
underwater where all the laser beams intersected. Intercepting only one or two beams would prove
useless. This communications system is considered to be impossible to intercept.

Quantum Entanglement
Returning to the submarine issue for a moment, before modern communications were perfected, there
was a search for some reliable method to send a signal to a submerged submarine that could not be
detected. This was considered necessary in a war situation to secretly transmit an attack command.
What they originally did was to locate a couple of people who could communicate telepathically. One
would be at the command base and the other on the submarine. Doing a bit more research, it was
determined that this type of communication is instantaneous and somehow operated outside of time.
Radio waves travel at the speed of light.
Quantum entanglement is a process which uses technology to send and receive signals outside of spacetime. Now, why would you possibly want to do this. Well, if you had a base or a colony on a planet in
some other solar system light years away, you would not want to wait years for messages to be
received. Following this thread - and adding some basic common sense - why would you want to
dedicate resources to search for habitable planets in distant solar systems when you had already
"proven" it would be impossible to ever get there. Could it just be that someone is not coming clean
with whole story?

THE SEPARATION BARRIER

This is a model of the separation barrier which insulates the ruling class from the slave class. It is
essentially "intellectual apartheid". The question is, why is it there. It takes considerable effort, money
and manpower to maintain this artificial barrier. What is the reasoning behind not having a level playing
field for everyone. Why does this idea absolutely terrify the elite. What are they afraid of.
The Pirate Story
This is a summary of a story told years ago on a radio broadcast most likely by Paul Harvey:
Ordinary people were afraid. The earth was flat so they dare not venture far from home. Periodically, a
pirate ship would come. They did not know how it got there or from where it came. It brought treasures
they had never seen. The Chief Pirate would encourage the young men to study and specialize in
specific skills. He wanted them to become educated but only in one narrow area. The Chief Pirate knew
the world was not flat and how to navigate to other lands. However, this knowledge was never
discussed. This "top secret" knowledge or the "big picture of the known world" would only be given to
the Chief Pirate's son who would inherit his title and someday become the Chief Pirate.
This story is about the origin of the concept we call compartmentalization - the process of controlling
the slave masses by only allowing them to know specific bits of the truth while the leaders are allowed
to know total truth.
Leaders can only maintain their status if there are slaves. Otherwise, everyone would be equal and
operate on a level playing field. This means "leaders" would have to pull their own weight like
everyone else. Clearly, this would be intolerable. Leaders love beautiful and exotic things but don't
want to do the work needed to create these things. They probably could not even plant a garden much
less build the various "ivory towers" where they like to live surrounded by servants. If left on their own
they would very likely starve. This is why it is so important to create and maintain the complex
separation barrier.

ELITE RULING CLASS

SECURITY CLEARANCES
SECRET POLICE
ASSASSINS
SURVEILLANCE - SIGINT HUMINT COMINT
SPY SATELLITES
SPY DRONES
SMART ELECTRIC METERS
INTERNET SURVEILLANCE
NEIGHBORHOOD SPIES
PLENTIFUL STREET DRUGS
PSYCHIATRIC FORCED DRUGGING
GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOOD
FLUORIDATED WATER
COORDINATED TELEVISION PROPAGANDA
DEGRADED PUBLIC EDUCATION
LOCAL MILITARIZED POLICE

.
SLAVE CLASS

Why don't people who live above the separation barrier ever "come down" and talk to the people below
the barrier. Well, other than the obvious fact that they would likely be killed or jailed for espionage or
treason, there is another, simpler, reason. Would you like to spend your days sitting in an open field
with kindergarten kids looking for four leaf clovers. Probably not. You have progressed beyond that.
The slaves below the separation barrier cannot even imagine the world of those who live above the
barrier. In fact, the elite do not even consider the slaves human. They call them "disposable biological
units". The United Nations prefers the slang term "the herd". Slaves can be easily bred in quantities
needed and programmed to do desired tasks. Then, they can be easily disposed of when no longer
useful. That's how they look at you. So, why would they want to make friends with you.
The Mars Example
There is an interesting event playing out today that you may have noticed. This concerns the
recruitment and selection of people to be sent to mars. There are simulation projects where volunteers
are locked away to imitate the long voyage to mars. They are being told that this is a one way trip and
they can never hope to return to earth.
What you are witnessing is the selection process for the "seed people" who will be used to breed the
future slave class on mars. In a situation similar to the period when most believed the earth was flat and
you would fall off if you tried to go to sea, these people are convinced that the only way to get to mars is

to ride a rocket on a perilous journey taking years. Because they truly believe this, when they get to
mars, they will teach this crap to their kids along with other misconceptions like it is impossible to go
faster than the speed of light and other associated obsolete scientific principles. They will have no
desire to ever return to earth or go anywhere else because they truly believe it is not possible. They will
be contented slaves.
Of course the truth is that there are already secret colonies on mars. It is not that hard to get there using
antigravity and other secret propulsion methods and it is quite likely possible to simply walk through
some kind of wormhole device and come out on mars. However, the slaves will never know this. Just
as it is done on earth, there will be an artificial separation barrier. The insiders will know the truth and
will be physically hidden from the slaves. There will be secret police and other methods - the same as
are used on earth - to make sure no slave ever escapes from the "information prison". Business as usual
will continue.
Reinforcement of Ignorance
Governments and their oligarchs love to keep their subjects in a cloud of ignorance. Back in the days
when people believed the earth was flat, the inner circle ruling class knew it was round. Maintaining the
deception was convenient because it kept the slaves from developing any desire to travel far from home.
Nothing has changed all that much today. Consider, for example, all the fuss over the missing MH370
plane. You are being played for a sucker. It is impossible for that plane to have "disappeared".
The US DoD spy satellite system reportedly consists of ten constellations of satellites. Each
constellation has over seven thousand satellites. They see and record everything that happens on this
planet. The floor of the oceans can be seen just as clearly as the land areas. The resolution of the
system is better than one square millimeter. Also, everything is recorded so you can go back in time and
play past images.

This is a picture of a common electric lamp. Take this lamp and throw it in the ocean - any ocean

anywhere on this planet. The spy satellite system will locate it, give you the coordinates and give you a
photo at least as good as the one above. That is the capability of the system. So, clearly, it is impossible
not to know the location of something as large as a Boeing 777 plane. All the TV publicity is a
choreographed play. You are being scammed and you need to wake up and realize this fact.

MURDERS AND ASSASSINATIONS
To ensure a strong empire, dissent must be crushed. The United States trains assassins and carries out
both domestic and foreign murders and assassinations on a regular basis. You may be familiar with the
classic movie scenes where a black limousine with tinted windows drives by a target with thugs shooting
machine guns. Although this would accomplish the task, it is a bit too obvious in a country that
advertises itself to be a free, civilized democracy. Someone might catch on and begin to doubt the party
line. Consequently, these things must be done quietly.
Inside the US, murders are reportedly carried out by a group known as "FBI Division Five". Other
agencies likely have the responsibility for foreign assassinations. However, the basic techniques used
would be similar.
Typically, an agent would wake up every day and connect to the top secret internet to see who he was
assigned to kill that day. There would be several options. If it was important to eliminate the target
immediately, a fast acting chemical agent would be selected which, for example, would cause the target
to die within a few hours of a "natural" heart attack. However, if time was not critical and the
government just wanted the target out of the way you might want to select one of the cancer causing
agents such as those likely used to eliminate Hugo Chavez and Senator Ted Kennedy. There is also a
third possibility. This involves character assassination instead of actual murder. Consider, for example,
a person who has gained a lot of public recognition talking about, say, free energy. If you simply kill the
person, there could be blowback and talk that he was silenced by the government. In such cases, it is
easier to use a chemical agent designed not to kill but, rather, to cause states of mental confusion
resulting in obviously strange behavior. This would be coordinated with the government controlled
mainstream press to make sure everyone became convinced the person was a nut and would therefore
ignore anything said without regard to the truth or validity of the message.
Once the appropriate chemical has been selected, you need to load it into the secret delivery system and
locate your target. To find your target you will connect to the top secret internet and pinpoint the
location of the target through their cell phone. You can also activate all the cameras and microphones in
electronic gadgets connected to the internet associated with the target in case you wish to look around
the target's home and hear in real time what is taking place. Of course, this will not help you locate the
target when it is time to actually do the hit. So, you need to get the top secret profile data which will
show any predictable habits of the target. Everyone is constantly tracked through their cell phones and
profiles are logged and stored. In this case, the profile shows that the target has a favorite restaurant and
goes there for lunch every day around 11:30. Now, you know exactly what to do. You go to the

restaurant, hang out until you see your target, and get in line behind the target. Now, all you need to do
is slightly bump into the target to deliver the chemical. Generally, the targets never even notice.
This mission is now complete. If it is early enough, you can check back in to the top secret system to
see who you are supposed to kill next. Just another day. Just a routine job.

MONEY
MONEY is an imaginary force. It is used to motivate and control slaves. Real forces effect all life
forms. However, only people respond to money. The only reason they do is because they have been
artificially programmed to do so. Money can be created in unlimited quantities by those adept in the use
of this force. The physical world is finite, however the world of imagination is not. There is no limit to
the quantity of money that can be imagined into existence. Money can also be imagined out of
existence.
Let's assume that one day the entire financial system simply disappeared. If you lived in a rural area and
had a nice veggie garden, some friendly chickens, collection facilities for rain water and a few
photocells for electricity, you would not notice this. The veggies would continue to grow. Rain would
periodically fall. The chickens would lay eggs as usual. The sun would continue to shine. However, if
you lived in a city environment, you would be devastated.
Before money, people lived in small hunter-gatherer groups. The concept of ownership did not exist.
People worked and survived as a group. Men and women were equal. Everyone contributed to the
community. Resources were shared equally. The concept of "mine" and "yours" did not exist. Women
generally became pregnant only once about every three years although there was no birth control. Later,
when the concept of money entered the consciousness, women were seen as having less value because
men were paid for work but women were not paid to raise and care for kids. Society has changed,
however, the downgraded status of women has not.
Money systems have always been manipulated by clever people. When gold was used as money, people
learned they could dilute pure gold with silver or maybe even lead to come up with something that
looked like pure gold and had the correct weight but was a fraud. A king suspected he was being
scammed but had no way to prove it. He called on the great minds of the time for help. This led to what
is known as the Archimedes' principle [2] which is better known today as "specific gravity". This
principle made it possible to compare a sample known to be pure gold to a questionable sample and
prove the unknown sample was not pure gold. Likely, some clever crook lost his head once this test
became known.
There is a general belief that gold is the ultimate reference for all money. However, secrets concerning
the exact quantity of gold make this a perilous assumption. Reportedly, the United States stole a
tremendous quantity of physical gold from Japan towards the end of World War II. This gold exists off

the books. To make matters worse, Japan was not all that concerned. Japan had been using gold bars as
ballast on its ships because they were compact and heavy. They thought nothing of throwing the bars
overboard as necessary. Japan used platinum as a money reference and the US never got that. This
should make one rethink all the hype about the value of gold. It may be a lot more plentiful than we
have been led to believe. Also, the secret off the books stashes of gold would allow its relative value to
be manipulated at will just like other commodity markets.

The Financial Axis of Evil [4]

This is the model of the financial axis of evil which rules this planet. It consists of three main branches
as shown above. Collectively, they are known as "The Empire of the City". Briefly, here is how this
system operates:
The London financial district is in London, Washington D.C. is in the United States and the Vatican is in
Italy. However, these three places are not part of the countries where they exist. They are independent
"city states" and have their own laws and constitution. They are, effectively, "mini countries" inside of
other countries and fly their own flags. The city state of London is a private corporation and pays no
taxes to actual London or to Britain. The city state of London is the master power center and is
controlled by the Rothschild [8] family which considers itself to be the legal owner of this planet. The
Vatican is the largest private land owner in the world and the first true multi national corporation with
installations (churches) and secret agents (The Knights of Malta) everywhere. They control through the
power of fear of the unknown and practice black magic. Washington D.C. relies upon brute military
force. All three closely cooperate combining their specialties of financial trickery, witchcraft and

military might. Of course, all three worship Satan as their Master.

SLAVERY
Slavery is alive and well throughout the world. The US constitution prohibits slavery, however, most
americans live in slave like conditions. It is said that it will take the average college student until age
fifty to pay back their student loan. The constitutional amendment prohibiting slavery addressed the
concept of physically owning another person. However, it did not address the issue of holding another
person in bondage as a debt slave. It also did not consider the concept of private for profit prisons who
force inmates to work as slaves. These systems exist today and are perfectly legal. Actually, a recent
report from prestigious Princeton University has reclassified the US government as an oligarchy - a
country run by and for the rich elite. Former US President Carter has stated that the United States "no
longer has a functioning democracy". So much for the Founding Father's dream. Speaking of dreams,
check out the free you tube video titled "The American Dream".
Other forms of slavery are illegal but still flourish. Sex slaves are always in demand. Traffickers are
sometimes caught but you need to realize that your leaders use sex slaves and also routinely abuse young
girls and boys. Sometimes they are also killed during occult rituals. No one ever talks about this and
these people are never punished. This has been the normal way of life for Satan worshipers for many
years and nothing has changed or is likely to ever change in the future. Stanley Kubrick's last movie,
Eyes Wide Shut, covers this subject. Some believe this intense dramatization of how the elite really live
may have cost him his life.
People still have some rights left in the United States but other countries are a different story. Qatar is
doing construction for the World Cup. The event is not scheduled until the year 2022, however they
have already killed 1200 slaves [11] by working them to death. People are lured from poor countries
with the promise of jobs and money. When they arrive, their passports are confiscated and they are
forced to work until they literally drop dead. If the World Cup is actually held in Qatar in 2022, there
will be glamorous TV coverage and no one will remember or care about all the dead slaves. The show
must go on.
Qatar, incidentally, sponsors Al Jazeera TV network.

ADAPTATION TECHNIQUES
The status quo of today will never change because the people who created it will never die. Because of
top secret medicine [9], when men like Henry Kissinger, who heads the Bilderberg Group's steering
committee, get too feeble to function, they will simply go to one of the secret locations and use the
temporal reversal device to regress back to about twenty years old. Their memories will be unaffected.
Then they will get new identities and continue on. This process can be repeated indefinitely.

Because you can never change the status quo, your best hope for a lifetime of reasonable quality is to
find clever ways to live in this world with as much independence as possible.
One method of adaptation is autonomous and semi autonomous communities. If the community is
registered as a religious institution it is automatically shielded from most government interference by the
US constitution. It pays no taxes and can pretty much write its own rules by simply calling whatever it
wants to do "religious doctrine". Many small semi autonomous groups exist where people who share a
common set of values find ways to quietly live out their lives pretty much on their own terms. The
government does not seem interested in bothering these smaller groups as long as they live peacefully
and are not doing anything that the government perceives to be a threat.
The Amish people are a good example of an autonomous group. You would probably not want to live
as they do, however, before you completely dismiss them, you may want to look at some definite
advantages in their chosen lifestyle. Remember, these are the people who reject technology. They just
might have made the correct choice. Technology, at first, seemed like a good idea. However, now that
people are addicted to technology they are also enslaved by technology. Everything they do is
monitored and recorded by the government. Privacy no longer exists. It did not have to be this way.
Technology, in itself, is not evil. However, it can be quite evil if you live under a government run by
sociopathic control freaks which, unfortunately, you do. In the Amish world, electronic surveillance
does not exist because electronic devices do not exist. The constant propaganda from TV has no effect
on people who do not have TV. A horse does not report its position to a GPS satellite and is not
controlled by a computer. Also, the people are generally healthy and do not suffer from many diseases
common to the mainstream population. They are not being poisoned by fluorinated water or additives
found in processed food because they don't use these things. Also, they get lots of physical exercise.
Without totally withdrawing from the world, there are some positive steps you can take. By now you
know never to drink fluorinated water or use any personal product containing fluoride such as many
brands of toothpaste. To minimize harmful food additives, look for Kosher food which is marked with
either the encircled "K" or "U" (Ultra Kosher). These foods have less or no harmful additives. The
Jewish community is very protective of its people and the Mossad is widely considered to be the best
intelligence service in the world. Therefore, they would have the inside scoop on everything including
food and do not want to see their people harmed.
Whatever you decide to do, you definitely do not want to be part of so called mainstream society. These
people are doomed. They are sheep (sheeple) slowly walking to the slaughter house. Don't go there!
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